We are looking for an
NLP Engineer (m/f/d)

About IntraFind
We are an established software manufacturer and specialist in enterprise search and AI-based document intelligence headquartered in Munich, Germany with offices in Bonn (Germany) and New York City.

Your Tasks
- Develop natural language processing (NLP) components for our products and projects
- Work on topics such as information extraction, query intent recognition, ranking, text classification and intelligent document conversion
- Apply a wide range of tools - whether it's heuristics, rule-based methods or machine learning, you're not afraid of the tried-and-true methods or the latest deep transfer learning
- Evaluate ideas, be creative and implement solutions to product maturity
- Use own developments, open source tools and frameworks according to need, technical and economic sense; JVM-based languages, Python or web technology
- Take responsibility for your work and that of your team: from conception and implementation to development and maintenance of the CI pipeline to delivering your contribution to the product

Why IntraFind?
- State-of-the-art technologies for high-scaling search and NLP
- Established company with well-known customers
- Listed in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Insight Engines
- An agile and growing team with over 65 motivated colleagues
- We are owner-managed and self-financed and live a very familiar but professional team spirit

Contact
If you would like to start your journey at IntraFind please contact jobs@intrafind.com.
We are looking forward to your application.

IntraFind Software AG
Landsberger Straße 368
80687 Munich
Germany
+49 89 3090446-0
www.intrafind.com